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Background
The natural language version of the Soar cognitive modeling system (Newell, 1990) has enabled a number of language modeling applications from on-line parsing behavior (Lewis, 1993) to simultaneous interpretation (Lonsdale, 1997, 1998) to robotic control (Benjamin, Lonsdale, & Lyons, 2004). The system supports an integrated approach to incremental comprehension and generation. Learning mechanisms account for processes in language performance from deliberate, explicit reasoning to automatic, recognition expertise.

Syntactic processing in prior versions of the system followed the Principles and Parameters approach to syntax. Minimalist incremental parsing
This paper introduces new results: how the syntactic model of an incoming utterance is constructed incrementally according to principles of the newer Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995). Ambiguities can be resolved subject to certain constraints on backtracking and exhaustivity. Lexical information is based on WordNet-specified properties (Lonsdale & Rytting, 2001). Interesting issues concerning memory usage and processing time arise within this new paradigm versus within the earlier syntactic model.

Semantic interpretation
We also explain how the system is capable of performing incremental semantic model construction of the incoming utterance. The basic representation, a lexical-conceptual semantics (LCS) construction, is mapped step-by-step opportunistically from the syntactic component (Rytting & Lonsdale, 2001). Leveraging more semantic information (e.g. thematic grids from an external knowledge source) has helped constrain and specify licit structures. Interestingly, the newer syntactic model enables better treatment of such semantic phenomena as scope and quantification.

Generation, learning, and bootstrapping
This functionality for syntactic and semantic processing in comprehension also supports incremental natural language generation (Lonsdale, 2001). We map an LCS to a minimalist parse tree, linearize the leaf node lexical content, and buffer the sentence for strategically-timed output.

The system's operator-based architecture and subgoaling assure that syntactic and semantic processing can be learned during performance of the task. Operators that chunk up prior experience in each realm discussed above (syntax and semantics), as well as others (lexical access and discourse comprehension) can be interleaved with each other and indeed with operators associated with other tasks and even other processing modalities (e.g. Lonsdale & Manookin, 2004) to produce interesting accounts of interactive processing. Previously processed utterances produce lexical access, semantic, and syntactic construction operators that can bootstrap related aspects of language generation.

This paper, then, explores the various processing and learning modalities of the new linguistic components, compares the adequacy of the new framework to the pre-minimalist implementation, and sketches future exploration of the new theoretical assumptions.
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